
What you say? Summer adventure 
disrespect cancelled that.

1. Verb Base Form
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What you say? Summer adventure disrespect cancelled that.

Ty Dill, an adorable 6-year-old pickle boy with a mischievous twinkle in his eyes, is depicted playing basketball

with his friends on the vibrant court. He's wearing a red and white striped t-shirt and blue shorts, his

Verb Base Form filling the air. In another scene, he's gleefully splashing in the pool, the sun shining down

on the sparkling water as his friends join him in the fun. create a story of him and his family Mr. Chill Dill and

kids rich family living in Hollywood Hills in a mansion with newest technology and smart products, a basketball

court, swimming pool and playground write story that is a daily guide for kids on how to work on a problem

each day to repair or eliminate bad behavior. Write a 15 page book for kids that takes them on an adventure thru

life learning valuable lessons and planting seeds that will stay in their minds and improve the behavior that

children display. Mr. Chill Dill is a outspoken sarcastic opinionated business man, his wife TuSweet in a

fashionista socialite always in the pickle newspapers, Ty's brother is 16 and is Sour D a hip hopper with a bad

attitude at home but in public puts on a good show and a twin sister Sweetdee who is the model child at home

hides her bad behavior and changes when she's out in public. Create a chapter in a book that teaches the children

about disrespecting you self, and being a disrespectful person. The Dill's want their kids to learn about life by

seeing the effects of their actions. So take me on a journey in this chapter where they let their kids learn the error

in their disrespectful ways.
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